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Remarks on High Order Differential Theoretic 

Characteriza tion of Re富ula:rLocal Rings 

Atsushi ARAKI 

正則局所環の高次微分論的特徴付けについての注意

淳木荒

In this paper， we assume that R is a reduced noetherian local ring with coe伍cientfield K 
of characteristic O. For any positive integerη， we shall define the module ofル orderdi妊日rentials

of R and will be denoted by D'k(R). The main result of this paper is to prove that R is a regular 

local ring if and only if， for any positive integer刀，D長(R)is a formally projective R -module. The 
case n二 1was proved in [lJ 

1. Pr巴liminaries.In this paper all rings are assumed to be commutative rings with unit elements， all topological 

rings and modules are assumed to hav巴 lineartopologies， that is， there exist fundamental systems of neighborhoods of 

(0) formed of ideals or submodules， respectively 

Let P be a ring. Let A be a P -algebra with th巳 structurehomomorphism 9っ P → A.We denote by o the A 

algebra homomorphism A⑧pA→ A which is defined by占(2:ai③b，)=~a， bi and denote by 1バA)the kernel of o. 

Then it is easy to see that [P(A) is the ideal of A c9 P A which is generated by the elements of the form {1③X~X③1: 

rεA} as an A-module‘We define a map TAIP: A→ [P(A) by TAIP(x)二 1②x~x③1

DEFINITION 1. Let P be a ring and let A be a P -alg巴bra.Let E be an A-algebra. A map r : A → E is called a 

general P-Taylor series if the following conditions are satisfied 

(1) r is P -linear， 

(2) r(日)=0forall aEP， 

(3) if x， yεA， th巴nr(xy)二 xr(y)十 yr(x)十 r(x)r(y) 

LEMMι 2. Let the notatio抗 be邸 above.Th開閉ehav巴

(1)τAIPisage抗eralP-Tayloγseγ犯's.

(2) Foγ側 ygeγzeratedP-Tayloγseγzesτ01 A into any A-algebra E， theγe ex;おお auniq凶 A-algebramap P : ]P(A) 

→E such thatτ=ρ. TAIP. 

Proof See [4] 

Let Ebe a A-algebra. W巴 saythat E is n-trancated if， for every sequence Xo， Xl，・" xn of河+1 elements of E， 

the product XOXl ... xn二 O

A gen巴ralP-Taylor s巳riesr: A → E is said to be n-truncated if E is刀 truncated.A l-truncated general P-

Taylor series is called a derivation. 

We denote by Ir1 (A) the n +1-power of th巴 ideal1 p(A) and denote by D jl(A) the A-algebra /P(A)/ Jjl+l(A) 

Let T~IP b巴 themap A → Djl(A) which is obtained by composing TA1P with the canonical homomorphism [P(A)→ 

Djl(A). It is easy to see that T~IP is an n-truncated general P-Taylor s巴nes.

Let P be a topological ring and let A be a topological P-algebra. Then we say that A is戸readmissibl，乙ifthere 

exists an open ideal U of A such that for every open neighborhoods U of (0) in A there exists an positive an inte 

ger m such that u mc U. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let P be a toρ010gica1 rz河gand 1et A be a fo1'mally smooth P-a1gebra. Assume that A is aかeadmissi-

bleη河:gand that the刊十1-thpoωe1's of all open idea1s a1'e open in A. The月 D~ (A) is a fo1'mally戸rojectiveA-modu1e 

Proof S巴巴 Th巴oremA2.2 in [1] 

It is easy to see that a local ring R with a maximal ideal m is preadmissibl巴 inm-adic topology and that if口

is an open ideal of R then， for any positive integer n， the n十 1-powerofαis open in R 

Therefore the following Corollary follows from Proposition 3 

COROLLARY 4. Let k be a jield. Let R be a loca1 1'i刀:gcontaining k. Assume that R is a foァma1かsmoothoveァk.Then 

DU町 isa fo1'mally戸rojectiveR-modu1e. 

2. Characterizations of regular local rings 

DEFINITION 5. Let P be a topological ring and 1巴tA be a topological P -algebra. Let αbe an ideal of A 口 IS

call巴da P-diffeγ'ential idea1， if I)αC口 forany巴verycontinuous P-derivation I) of A to A 

THEOREM 6. Let P be a toρological 1'ing. Let A be a topo1ogical P-a1gebraωzd let m be aη idealof A. Let口 beaclosed 

idea1 of A. Assume that D HA) is a formally projective A -modu1e. 1f it holds that 

T~IP 口 cn(α D~(A)+mTm(A)) ，

CI is a P-differential ideal. Co礼veγ5邑，ly，assume that A is com争，Ietein the m-adic to争ology. Then if CI is a P-diffeγentia1 

idealωe have 

T'AIPαcn(口m(A)十mTDll(A))

P1'oof Let I) = f . T 'A I P be a derivation of A to A， where f is an A -homomorphism D}J (A)→ A which is obtained 

by composing the canonical A司homomorphismD IIはj→ DT凶)with A -homomorphism D占凶j→ A.By our as-

sumption， I)口 iscontained in口十円l'for ev巴ryr= 1， 2， ..•• Sinc巴口 isa closed ideal， it holds that I)αC口

Conversely assume that it 

Tjl， p α 亡仁日 D~(A) 十m SD j5 凶j

for some positive integer s . Then T'AIP口 modm8Dllは)is not contained inα (D~(A )/m8Dll(A )). Since D~(A) 

is a formally proj巴ctiveA -modul巴，Dll(A)/m8Dll(A)is a projective A/m8-module. Therefore Dil(A)/m8D)l(A) is 

a direct summand of a free A /m8 -module F and T')"IPαmod m 8 D)l (A) is not contained in口F.Hence there巴xists

an A/m8-homomorphism件':F→ A/m8 such that it' (T'AIP口 modm 8D)l (A )) is not contained in 口十m8/m8 Let世

be the restriction of世， to Dll(A)/1118D)l(A). Since A is complete， ther巴 existsan A -homomorphism 'P : Dil(A)→ 

A which induc巴 it'，by Proposition 5.3 in [1]. By our assumption，伊 .nlP口 iscontained in CI and hence世，(T'AIP口mod

mS D)l(A)) is contained in 口十m8/m8 But this is a contradiction 

COROLLARY 7. Let P be a topo1ogica1 1'ing and 1et A be a toρ010gica1 P-algeb1'a. Let口 bea closed ideal of A a日dput 

A'=A/口 Assume that D)l( A) is a )抑制allyp1'ojective A-module. 1f a co日tinuousA' -homomor戸hぉm 'P'AIAIP : A'@A D)l 

(A) → D~(A ') is fo川河allybimorphic， then α is a P-difJをrentialideal. Conve1'se1y， assume that A is com戸lete in t12e 

m-adic topology. Th四 ，if CI is a P-dZ刀'erentia1ideal， a continuous A' -12omomoゆ怜m 凶 IAIP: A'@AD)l(A)→ m(A') is 

fo1'mally bimoゆ12ic

Proof Now consider the following commutative diagrams for all ァ=1.2， 

日/口2 一一一一一一→ A'③Am(A) ー バ川 . m(A') 0 

(1') 
A'⑧Am(A)/m'T(A'③Am(A)) 一一一→ m(A')/m'γD)l(A')

where m'二 m十 α/口 Th巴nif伊'AIAIPis formally bimorphic， we have 

lim A'@AD)l(A)/m'T(A'③Am(A))主 limm(A')/m'T m(A') 
<-← 〈一一

by Corollary A2.2 in [1]. Hence we have 

A'③ADll(A)/竹(T(A'@AD)l(A))~ D)l(Aνm'T D)l(A') 
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for all l' = 1， 2， .... Since αis mapped to zero under the homomorphism A → A'⑧AD)l(A)/m'T(A'@AD)l(A)) and 

we have 

A'@Am(A)/m'T(A'@Am(A)) ~ m(A)/口m(A)十mrm(A)，

hence we hav巴

T'.J./pαcαm(A)十mTm(A)

for all l' = 1， 2， .... Therefore口 isa p. differentIal ideal by Theor巴m 6. 

Convers巴Iy，assume thatαis a p. differential id巴al.Then we have 

T'.J./pαCαDll(A)十mrm(A) 

for all 1'=1，2，・"， by Theorem 6. Hence the surj巴ctivehomomorphism 

ν(1') : A'@ADll(A)/m'T(A'②Am(A))→ Dll(A )/m'TDll(A ') 

is also injective. Thus we have 

A'(2③ヨADj5到(A)ν/m口正1γFげT(A'12③ヲADll火(A)) ;主~ D)i(A')，ルν/川I
for all l' = 1， 2， .... Therefore we have 

lim A'③ADll(A)/m'T(A'⑧ADll(A))主 limDll(A ')/m'TDll(A') 
モ一一 ‘一一

This means that 9ク立/A/Pis formally bimorphic 

THEOREM 8. Let (R， m) be a noetherian compたためcalri日:gC口目的ininga jz'eld k and let K be a coefficient jz'eld 01 R 

Assume that K is 5ψarable over k. Then if there exおお acom)うleteregular local ring R * containing K with maximal ideal 

m* and a K.diβ'erential idealα01 R * such that Rぉ KisomorPhicto R * /α ， D'):(R)ぉ alor附 lIyprojective R仰向le

Proof Since R* /m* is separabl巴 overk， if R *is regular， Rホ isformally smooth over k. So R * is formally smooth 

over K by Lemma (28.0) in [5J， since R 本@kK~ Rヰー ThenD'k(Rつis a formally projective R * .module by Corollary 

4 and R③R，D'k(R *) is a formally projectiv巴 R.module. Since口 isa Kdifferential ideal， D'k(R) is formally bimor. 

phic to R③R，D'k(R'りbyCorollary 7. Therefore D'k(R) is a formally projective R. module by Lemma A 2.5 in [1]. 

PROPOSITION 9. Let K be a jz'eld 01 characたristic0 or日pe吃fectjz'eld 01 characteristicρキO. Let R=K[[Xl， "'， xmll 

be alormal戸口ωerseries ring. The月 thereおηo戸ro戸erK.dijfereηtial ideaおinR exce戸t(0). 

Proof In case K is a field of characteristic 0， our proposition is an analogy of Proposition 13.1 in [1]. In case K 

is a perfect field of characteristic戸キO，let口 bea proper K-differential ideal of R. Assume that日キ(0). ThenαIS 

gen巴ratedby elements in KP[[xf， "'， x!;，JJ by ProposItion 13 in [1]. Therefore we choose an elementαof the least 

leading d巴greem 口fromKP[[xf，…， x!;，lJ. By our assumption口isthe same as its radical. Henc巴 wehave α占ζG.

This is a contradiction， because d巳greeα占<degr巴巴 α

DEFINITION 10. Let P be a ring and let A b巴 aP.algebra. The algebra of ηーorderm.adic differ巴ntialsof A over 

P， denoted Dll(A)， is defi問 dby 

m(A)= Dll(A)/ n mTDll(A). 

We denote by T'.J./p the general P.Taylor series A→ D)i(A) which is obtained by composing T'.J./p with the ca. 

nonical homomorphism D)i(A)→ D)i(A). It follows from the above remarks that， for any general P.Taylor series r 

of A into any separated n .truncated A匂algebraE， there exist a unique A.algebra homomorphismρ: Dll(A)→ E 

such that r =ρ'T'.J./p 

From now on we will assume that R is a reduced no巴therianlocal ring. Assume also that th巴formring of R is 

reduced 

THEOREM 11. Let (R， m) be a河口etherianlocal ri日g削 thcoeffたientjz'eld K 01 characteristic O. The刀 Rぉ aregu. 

lar local門日:gif and 0日lyif D号(R)is a lormallyρrojective R.問。dule

Proof We may assume that R is m.adic complete by Corollary A2. 2 and Lemma A2. 5 in [1]. We first show the 

only if part. If R is a complete regular local ring， we may express R as a formal power series ring K[[Xl，…，xmJJ 
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So D'k(R) is a formally projective R-module by Proposition 9 and Theorem 8 

N ext we show the if part. Assum巴thatD'k(R) is a formally projective R-module. Then I5'k(R) is an m-adic free 

R-module by Corollary 1 in [2]. Since R is a noetherian complete local ring， we may express 

R二K[[Xl，"'， Xm]]/li 

for some ideal liCK[[Xl， '''，Xm]]. We put R*=K[[Xl， "'，Xm]]. Then D'k(R*) is a finitely g巴nerated R * -module 

by Theorem 1.12 in [3]. Since w巳 have

b正(R):=:::R③R会D'k(R*)jR⑧R.R*T日本IK(li)

D'k(R) is also a finitely generated R守module.Hence D長(R)is a fr巴eR-modul巴 byTheorem 5.1 in [1]. Thus D'k(R) 

is a finitely generated free R -module. Therefore R is a regular local ring by Th巴orem2.3 in [3] 

τHEOREM 12. Let (R， m) be a冗oetheγza抗 localring uじithcoefficieγzt field K of chaγacte九sticPキ口 Assumeth.at K is 

μγfect. Then ij R is aγegulaγlocal ring， D'k(R) zs formally争γojecti;叩 R-mod;乱，le.Co札甘Eγsely，すRis a;机 alytical(ヲ un:γamz 

fied and D弘R)is afoγ叩>.allypγo}<邑ctiveR叩 odule，R zs aγegulaγlocalγtγzg・

Proo)イ Theassertion can be proved in a similar way as in the proof of Theorem 11 

Since， for a finitely generated module over local ring， the flatn巴ssand the freedom come to the sam巴 thing，th巴

following Corollary follow from Theorem 2.3 in [3] 

COROLLARY 13. Let (R， n心bea礼oetherianlocal γ1時 withcoefficient field K. Assume that D弘R)is a finitely gener-

ated R-module. Then R is aγegiもuarlocalγing ij a:抗doγzlyij D弘R)is flat. 

COROLLARY 14. Let (R， m) be a noetherian com戸letelocal円昭則的 coefficientfieldκ Th印 R is a regular local 

rzηg ij and only ij D'k{R) zs flat. 
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